Dear Friends of Caldwell University,

Each year, this report gives me a wonderful opportunity to share some of our successes and publicly thank our alumni, donors and friends who help to make our continued success a reality.

First and foremost, I am delighted to share that we welcomed another large freshman class to campus this year, which included 78 international students — the largest international class in the history of the university! Also among the new students are 41 freshmen who chose to make Caldwell their home for the next four years so that they could play on Caldwell University’s new sprint football team. The new sprint football program not only increases our male enrollment, but builds school spirit with the addition of cheerleading, marching band and color guard.

These enrollment figures are significant given the national trends reflected at many other colleges and universities which have been on the decline in recent years. In contrast, Caldwell University has experienced almost a 40% increase in traditional students over the last several years in large part because we have remained student-centered and keenly focused on our mission to provide an excellent education to a diverse community of students.

There is no doubt that our alumni, donors and friends have been very generous in supporting Caldwell University. Philanthropic support is critical as we have an ambitious array of campus priorities aimed at strengthening our academic programs, increasing scholarships for students, building the University’s endowment, and improving the campus experience for all of our students, all while prominently affirming our Catholic, Dominican heritage.

As Caldwell University continues to compete in the ever-challenging landscape of higher education, privately funded scholarships from our alumni, donors and friends play an essential part in recruiting and retaining our students. In fact, 90% of students at Caldwell depend on scholarships and financial aid in order to complete their degrees.

Some of the other specific funding priorities are to modernize spaces in Mother Joseph Residence Hall, expand our physical resources for student athletes, expand our highly regarded art therapy program, and convert our former bookstore, centrally located on the campus plaza, into a beautiful chapel. In fact, one of the largest gifts we received this year was from Elaine Tweedus ’66 in the amount of $500,000 to help support the chapel project.

All of these projects that we have begun to undertake will strengthen the institution for generations to come. I am thankful to you, our alumni, donors, and friends, who put their confidence in the leadership of this fine institution and give their support to our students. Through your generosity, you are part of Caldwell’s success story. Together, we will continue to educate young students as they become the future leaders of tomorrow.

Once again, thank you for your generous and ongoing support. I wish you a happy New Year and hope that 2018 brings you the blessings of good health, joy and peace.

Sincerely,

Nancy H. Blattner, Ph.D., OPA
President
Caldwell University is a vibrant institution that provides its students with an excellent liberal arts and professional studies education. Located in suburban New Jersey, about 20 miles from New York City, Caldwell provides a student/faculty ratio of just 12:1 and offers educational opportunities both inside and outside the classroom. The university was founded in 1939 by the Sisters of Saint Dominic and is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.

**CORE VALUES**

The core values of Caldwell University emanate from the Catholic Intellectual Tradition, the life of Saint Dominic de Guzman, the Charism of the Sisters of St. Dominic of Caldwell, and the Four Pillars of Dominican Life.

In response to St. Dominic’s desire to pursue truth through education, Caldwell University commits itself to the following core values:

**RESPECT**

Respecting the sacred dignity of all creation, we call ourselves to have responsible relationships with each other and with the earth. We value diversity and believe it enriches the University community.

**INTEGRITY**

We commit ourselves to honesty and professional excellence in all interactions and relationships.

**COMMUNITY**

Valuing relationships, collaboration, and inclusivity, we extend this spirit through intentional connections within the campus community and beyond.

**EXCELLENCE**

Aware that each person has a role in creating a just and compassionate global community, we seek to develop a love for lifelong learning and a commitment to the search for knowledge, truth, and solutions to problems.
Caldwell University will be recognized as a leader in providing transformative education addressing contemporary social, economic, and cultural challenges.

Guided by our core values, Caldwell University programs will be acknowledged for their combination of liberal arts and professionally-oriented learning.

Caldwell University will inspire its students to seek truth, embrace justice, and pursue intellectual study as they engage in experiences within a community of diverse learners. We will prepare women and men to lead successful personal and professional lives consistent with Catholic values through a liberal arts core. A broad range of programs will prepare students to be successful in the global work environment and to apply ethical standards in every aspect of their lives. Our graduates will respect the sacredness of creation and be committed to service, and intellectual life.

Our vision, shaped by our core values of Respect, Integrity, Community, and Excellence, is fostered within the framework of the 800-year tradition of the Dominican Order. This vision inspires us to be compassionate and empathetic as we develop full intellectual, spiritual, and aesthetic lives.

MISSION STATEMENT
Founded in 1939 by the Sisters of Saint Dominic, Caldwell University promotes intellectual, spiritual, and aesthetic growth to a diverse population and welcomes all cultures and faith traditions. Inspired by St. Dominic de Guzman and our Catholic heritage, we make a difference in the lives of our students and prepare them through the liberal arts and professional studies to think critically, pursue truth, and contribute to a just society.
Caldwell University’s newly established

Colleges and Schools

College of Professional Studies

School of Business and CIS

School of Education

Department of Communication and Media Studies

College of Natural, Behavioral and Health Sciences

School of Nursing

School of Psychology and Counseling

Department of Applied Behavior Analysis

Department of Natural and Physical Sciences

Department of Mathematics

Department of Sociology and Criminal Justice

College of Liberal Arts

Department of Visual Art and Design

Department of History and Political Science

Department of Music

Department of English

Department of Modern Languages

Department of Theology and Philosophy
STUDENT/FACULTY RATIO
12:1

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FROM
42 COUNTRIES

ONE OF THE
lowest tuition
for private colleges
in New Jersey

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
29

DOCTORAL DEGREE PROGRAMS
3

ED.D. IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
PH.D. IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
PH.D. IN APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

1603 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
603 GRADUATE STUDENTS

OF RECENT GRADS ARE EMPLOYED, ENROLLED IN GRAD SCHOOL, OR IN A SERVICE PROGRAM

19 MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS
11 CERTIFICATE & CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS

NAMED A “BEST COLLEGE” BY MONEY MAGAZINE

CAMPUS SITS ON
70 ACRES

90% OF STUDENTS RECEIVE FINANCIAL AID

3.30 AVERAGE HSGPA

40% OF CALDWELL STUDENTS ARE FIRST GENERATION TO ATTEND COLLEGE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Gifts to help underwrite capital and facilities renovations, our athletics facilities, and campus improvements, such as the new chapel and the art therapy and studio art programs, are an investment in enhancing the student experience at Caldwell for generations to come.

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS
Donors who wish to leave a lasting legacy in the form of supporting student scholarships at Caldwell University are encouraged to consider establishing an endowed scholarship. Endowed Scholarships can be named in memory or honor of a loved one with a minimum gift of $25,000 which may be given in installments over a period of multiple years. The initial donation used to establish an endowed scholarship remains in perpetuity while a portion of the interest earned is awarded annually in the form of student scholarships.

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Donors who wish to have an immediate impact and lessen the financial burden on our students may establish a named scholarship by making an annual gift of $2,500 or more. Annual scholarships are awarded to students during a donor’s lifetime.

UNRESTRICTED ANNUAL FUND
Gifts to the Annual Fund provide critical and flexible resources for Caldwell University to fulfill its mission and meet the immediate needs of our campus and the community we serve.

For more information on our strategic funding priorities, please contact Lori Funicello, Assistant Vice President for Development and Alumni Affairs, at 973-618-3226 or lfunicello@caldwell.edu to learn more about how your gift can make a difference in the lives of our students.
THE FOUNDER’S SOCIETY

Donors in the Founder’s Society have had a significant impact on Caldwell University’s success throughout the years. The individuals, companies and foundations listed below all have cumulative lifetime donations of over $100,000. They have helped create a strong foundation which has allowed the university to evolve and grow into the thriving institution it is today.

Beverly (Schunk) Afonso ‘65
Eustace Anselmi
Anthony and Marilyn (Petrozzino) Bastardi ‘66
Beck Foundation
Steve and Maureen Bezer
J. Tim and Nancy Blattner
Joseph Bock
Kurt Borowsky
Caldwell University Alumni Association/Board
Calman Trust
James Carroll
Sister Mary Amelia Cetera ’54
Raymond Chambers
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Deluxe Corporation
Michael and Nancy (Watson) Diamonti ’66
Donald C. Ryan Trust
Georgia Dragoo ’80
Carter Eckert
Fava Scholarship Foundation
Thomas Ferguson
Steven Freeman
Friends of Caldwell University
George I. Alden Trust
Alexander R. and Elizabeth Giaquinto
Patricia A. Gleason
Gourmet Dining Service LLC
Stephanie J. Hauge
Hearst Foundations
Independent College Fund of New Jersey
John Gardner Family Foundation
John J. Curley Stone Co.
Johnson and Johnson
Richard and Barbara (Senerchia) Kernan ’64
Kenneth and Anne (Degnan) Kunzman ’60
Lilly Endowment, Inc.
Arthur and Jeanne (Gibbons) Meehan ’66
New Jersey Manufacturers
Estate of Francis O’Dowd
Patricia Peck-Bernet ’72**
Mark and Deborah Reda
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Sandy Hill Foundation
Schering-Plough Foundation
Mary Sellen
Therese (Mamel) Shehan ’70
Sisters of Saint Dominic of Caldwell, NJ
Sun National Bank
Eugene and Joanne Sylva
The Teagle Foundation
The George W. and Amy Newman Foundation
The Healthcare Foundation of New Jersey
The Thomas and Roberta Ferguson Family Foundation, Inc.
The Verizon Foundation
Gerard Toohey ’03 and Marie Ruane-Toohey
Turrell Fund
Wachovia
Helen Westervelt ’80
William H. Connolly, Co.
Wyeth
Angela Aiello Zaccardi ’58,’73

*Please note donation amounts do not include pledges
**Deceased
THE PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY

THANK YOU TO OUR FRIENDS AND BENEFACENTS...

THE PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY – ALUMNI AND FRIENDS

MOTHER JOSEPH DUNN MEMBERS $10,000 AND ABOVE

- Anonymous
- Beverly (Schunk) Afonso ‘65
- Eustace A. Anselmi
- Kathleen Barabas ‘85
- Anthony and Marilyn [Petrozzino] Bastardi ’66
- J. Tim and Nancy Blattner
- Edward R. Collins ’98
- Dorothy Cunningham ’49
- Stephen Daffron
- JoAnne F. DiAgostino ‘80
- Michael and Nancy [Watson] Diamonti ’66
- John Gardner
- Patricia A. Gleason
- Robert and Mary [Coyle] Hoyer ‘69
- Richard and Barbara C. [Senerchia] Kernan ’64
- Charlotte Kunst ’47
- Mary Angela Kunst
- John and Ann M. [Masterson] Larue ’69
- Marie Virginia McLeod ’54
- Ralph and Margaret Miano
- William O’Brien
- Marie Patella ‘62
- Mark and Deborah Reda
- Therese M. [Mamel] Shehan ’70
- Irene Sinteff ’73
- Barbara Stulb-Heffner
- Kelly Tallio ’85
- Frances M. Tuite
- Joseph and Marybeth [Kenah] Walsh ’66
- Helen J. Westervelt ’80
- Angela Zaccardi ’58,’73

SAINT ROSE OF LIMA MEMBERS $5,000 – $9,999

- Steve and Maureen Bezer
- William H. Connolly
- Agnes Dembia ’69
- Barbara Detrick ’65
- Kenneth J. Gilmore ’13
- Rhonda L. Graber
- Charlene Hamrah ’69
- Eileen Jones ’57
- Elaine Kacmarik ’60
- Steven and Maria [Koronka] Kovacs ’71
- Robert and Linda [Chiaravalloti] Luciano ’78
- Patricia A. [Murphy] McGarrity ’60
- Lorraine C. Oechslin ’84
- Patricia A. Peck-Bernet ’72*

SAINT ALBERTUS MAGNUS MEMBERS $2,500 – $4,999

- Anonymous
- Stanley P. and Ann Borowiec
- Lisa [Murtha] Bromberg ’80
- Marshall and Eileen [Donigan] Curtis ’68
- Elizabeth M. [Matuszak] Howson ’69
- Alvin M. Neiman
- Adam Scarzafava
- Art and Laurita [McGreevy] Warner ’70

1939 MEMBERS $1,000 – $2,499

- Victoria (Pyle) Adik ’65
- Brian Aloia
- Richard H. and Nancy [Cunningham] Appert ’63
- Robert J. and Carol E. [Paley] Bahash ’66
- Harry Beatty
- Nancy Becker
- Judith AnnMarie [Strella] Bliss ’65
- Kevin Boyle
- Kurt T. Borowsky
- Olga Bradford
- Jeanne T. [McGarry] Breckenridge ’71
- Maria Bruscianelli
- David Byrne
- Kathleen [Walsh] Cerbone ’67
- Linda Cimino
- John and MJ Crawford
- Gary Ballerini and Margaret A. Curley ’73
- William Deeter
- Robert J. Dolan
- Mary [Gibson] Donegan ’66
- Brian Duffy
- James J. and Mary Jane [Mason] Finnerty ’63
- Steven M. Freeman
- Patricia Garland-Stewart ’85
- Julia [Spernow] Geaney ’51
- Dana Gioia
- Arthur and Beatriz E. Gomez-Klein ’73
- Richard Greenberg
- David G. Strom, Jr. and Laura Greenwald
- Maryanne Hannan
- Stephanie J. Hauge
- Christine James
- Arlene Jonach
- Kenneth F. and Anne Degnan Kunzman ’60
- Jean C. Lauricella, M.D. ’73
- Marjorie J. Lee ’59
- Hebert B. Babb and Arlene H. Linnett-Babb
- Cecilia [Ku] Liu ’64
- Margaret Madden
- Robert Mann and Catherine Lundquist
- Maureen V. McCarthy ’68
- Hugh and Joan [Hughes] Moriarty ’95
- Francine Munkacsey ’66
- Kathleen [Lynch] Napoli ’67
- Patrick Osinski
- Deacon Alfred C. Payne ’01
- Robert J. Polakowski
- Robert G. Purdy
- Robert and Joan [Galla] Reamer ’69
- Mary E. Reilly ’52
- Edith Dunfee Ries
- Mary Sellitto-Curcio ’83
- Thomas Tonkovich
- Carol A. [O’Connor] Toolan ’64
- Elaine Tweedus ’66
- James T. and Monica [Devlin] Wixted ’67
- Paula [Hughes] Yarusi ’62

Gifts listed are for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016, and ending June 30, 2017. We strive to avoid errors and omissions but occasional mistakes do occur. If your name was omitted, listed incorrectly or misspelled, please accept our apology and notify us of the error.

*Deceased
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THE CALDWELL UNIVERSITY SOCIETY
DOMINICAN MEMBERS
$750 – $999

Kathleen Faraglia ‘71
Joseph Messina
Kenneth W. Sheldon
Elaine (Bauer) Zabriskie ‘73

AQUINAS MEMBERS
$500 – $749

Kathryn (Doster) Barra ’07
June (Dwyer) Castano ’55
Aaron Cherry ’99
Barbara Chesler
Diane P. (Guldner) Cifelli ’61
Rosemary Cogan ’66
Maryanne Cullum ’65
Uke Dauti ’07
Sheila C. Duffy ’69
Drew Edwards ’12
Edward Elam
Nancy Fitzsimmons ’59
Barbara (Boshinski) Futej ’66
Mary-Lou (Nowak) Giacomelli ’66
Patricia (Robertson) Kane ’60
Patricia (Pirog) Kanischak ’67
Doris Krol ’69
JoAnn (Zinn) LaConte ’71
Lynne (Giacchetti) Machtemes ’98
Joan Murphy ’71
Diane C. Nardone ’72
Brennan O’Donnell
Joseph Polisilco
Diane E. (Otterbein) Power ’66
Noel Ruane ’70
Joanne (Soemer) Schwartz ’66
Irene (Mazzu) Sharpell ’94
Jean (Erskine) Thomas ’93
Dianne (Sarama) Tidaback ’74
Barry E. Vankat
Katrina Wombough

SIENA MEMBERS
$250 – $499

Helen Babits ’66
Kevin Barnes
Judith Barrett ’65
Kevin T. and Catherine (Golden) Brennan ’64

Barbara (Ziglear) Buechner ’76
Brian M. Bulger
Mary Ann (Gaydos) Bury ’66
Margaret (Howland) Callahan ’67
Janice A. Casazza-Piatok ’68
William E. Chambault
Nan Childress-Orchard
Eileen (McElligott) Clericuzio ’58
Maryanne (Barrett) Conroy ’66
James A. Corino
Suzanne Corns
Evelyn (Shannon) Costello ’91
Robert Costello ’01
Elizabeth Crandall ’64
Helen DeBlase ’67
Mark and Colleen DeTroia
Daniel DeVries
Thomas Devries
Elaine (Macchi) Durie ’66
David Ferrara
Hon. Rodney Frelinghuysen
Arline M. Friska ’56
Brian J. Gaccone ’95
Linda Gallagher
Antonia (Terranova) Garcia ’66
Tom Gause
Gwendolyn M. Gunn ’00
John Hannum
Ann (Importico) Hazelton ’66
Phyllis (Cordasco) Healy-Sova ’78
Donna L. Henry ’09, ’11
Mary Ann (Woital) Hyland ’66
John and Mary Jo (Mullin) Kealty ’69
Linda (Eastwood) Keller ’86
Stephen F. Kern
Hassani Whitfield ’05 and Kristen Koehler
Irene (McCabe) LeFebvre ’66, ’02
Cynthia Long ’74
David and Geraldine (Bracco) Lopez ’08
Angela Loito
Jerome and Helen (Kazlouskas) Luecke ’86
Alphonse Maignan
Robert E. Mayer ’59
John R. McIntyre
Judith McKay ’74
Myriam D. Melgar ’66
Lois H. (Pereira) Mills ’60
Kenneth and Marie Mullaney
Arlene (Eager) Muller ’56
James M. Nash ’97, ’10
Nina Neglia ’89
Suzanne O’Connor
Joyce O’Donnell ’65
Donald C. and Alane O’Hagan
Margo (Sellitto) Perl ’79
Anne Poltorak ’78
Helene C. (Cunniff) Power ’67
Patricia Reynolds-Matts ’56
Margaret Rose (Miller) Roberto ’77
Jo Ann Russoniello ’51
Ernani Sadural
Edward Scafidi ’93
Pamela (Kull) Schmierer ’70
Gail (Cocchiere) Schwarz ’68
Ronald and Kelly Sepe
Jeanne M. Ward Shepherd ’58
Terrance Shoebridge
Brian Singer ’13
Theodora Siroti
Marjorie Squires
Karen (Triana) Stalsmith ’75
William G. Straus
Arlene Osterman Styring ’62
Patricia (Inglesby) Thomas ’67
Patricia Travis ’64
Grace Rita (Rodgers) Twaddell ’46
Judith Valente
Dorothy (Dohn) Walter ’54
Michelle (Maclearie) Wood ’79
Patricia (Gillen) Wynne ’66

ROSARY MEMBERS
$100 – $249

Pat Abels
Dolores (Enrst) Adams ’63
Mary Ann (Torrieri) Agro ’59
Marion (Largay) Alexander ’51
Karlsun J. Allen ’11
Celia Anderson ’72
Stephen Andres ’05
Dorothy S. (Stetz) Appert ’65
Michael Arabitg
Rose (Connell) Azar ’49
Derek Bailey ’97
James Bailey
Brenda (Arch) Baker ’67
Jo Ann Ball ’90
Sister Mary Lou Bauman, O.P. ’69
Loraine F. Beeck ’99
Rosemarie (Piegaro) Benson ’66
Adeline Biancone ’82
THANK YOU TO OUR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS...

Barbara Brandes ’64
Megan Bratkovich
Joseph D. Randall and
Eileen Brennan-Randall ’70
Marie A. Breslin ’64
James J. Broderick ’09
William R. and Karen M. (Strapp) Brooks ’71
Robert J. and Clarice (Tarencz) Browne ’64
Kathleen M. Buse ’72
Carolyn (Caprio) Buss ’63
Patrick J. and Joanne M. Butler ’77
Yang Cai
Carol A. Callahan ’65
Helene R. Candela ’65
Alan Candosso
Glenn Carroll
Stacie (Hoover) Carroll ’94
Celeste C. Cellini
Robert G. Chaewsky
Thomas Charsky
Patricia (Savitske) Check ’73
David Chichelo
Sister Donna Ciangio, O.P., D.Min.
Fran Ciccolini
Suzanne Clae-LaRosa
Marie Cleary ’49
Anne (Christoff) Coe ’68
Catherine A. Cook ’72
John W. Cowan ’02*
Monica (Norton) Coyle ’66
David N. Crapo
Lois P. Cullum ’94
Nancy Cummings
Gerardo D’Emilio
Kristina Danella
Kimberly (Higgins) Dejianne ’97
Nicholas DelTufo
Janine (Sabo) DelVecchio ’87
Helen (Hoey) Demers ’66
Ellen (DeFilipps) Denning ’79
Barbara (Brande) Desmond ’61
Ann (Stanfield) Destrempes ’56
Valerie (Cetrulo) DiCristina ’61
Judith Dolan ’58
Judith Ann (Gandocs) Dolan ’70
Mary Ellen (Mehler) Dolinick ’66
Frank and Carol Ann (Coleman) Donahue ’66
John Donaleski
Jane Donof
Martin H. and Marygrace (Freda) Drucker ’64
Anne (Buys) Dugger ’63
Michael W. Dunn
Eleanor Dwyer
Sharon Dwyer ’03, ’07
Todd and Brenda (Vermont) Elliott ’87
Sandra Evans ’95
Patricia (Vasselli) Fabrizio ’63
Sister Mary Elizabeth Fallon, O.P., ’65
Patricia Fay-Magiera ’66
Frances C. Fee ’66
Catherine (McGurk) Fitzpatrick ’66
Patricia (Vasile) Francis ’66
Peggy (Peranio) Frazza ’48
James and Lynda Furey ’00
Linda Sue Galate ’66
Betty Galligan ’85
John F. and Mary Ann (Spolar) Gamba ’78
Theodore Gamble
Dennis Genuario
Horace Giambattista
Patricia (McDermith) Gillich ’57
Priscilla (Scarpa) Giuliano ’65
Gwen Glazier
Marion (Winheim) Goldstein ’78
Elizabeth (Knodel) Gordon ’81
MaryAlyce (Jacobe) Gorham ’70
Cammiel Green
Gail ( Paxson) Gregory ’67
Shirley (Cortese) Grici ’65
Eleanor (Mooney) Grimm ’47
Kendall (Carroll) Grimshaw ’65
Patricia Grodeck ’70
Patricia Jean (Barrett) Gubelmann ’66
Charles Gunn ’06
Bruce Hamburger
Rana Hamed
Kathleen Hammel ’62
Elizabeth Hanley ’66
George and Kathleen (Barrett) Haydu ’64
Ralph and Nancy (Evans) Hersey ’64
Mary (Hanlan) Hess ’67
Rosemary Hilbert ’96, ’05
Cristi Hinson
Linda Huchel
Gary Israel
Jeanne (Sangari) Iuliani ’64
Nicholas Joanow
Catherine (Burger) Johnson ’54
Joyce C. (Dunn) Joyce ’58
Annette Kashimawo
Sister Mary John Kearney, O.P. ’62
Rev. Msgr. Michael E. Kelly
Sally Ann (Ward) Kelly ’57
Margaret Kenah ’64
Damian Kennedy ’96
Joan (Bradley) Kennedy ’57
Hyman Kleinman
Kathleen (Martin) Klipfel ’67
Gary Knight
Patricia (Conway) Knodel ’51
Rosalie Konopinski ’99
Mary Anne (Covich) Kowalczyk ’61
Francis Kowalski
Robin Ann Kreiner
Gregory M. and Marie-Noelle (Puglisi) La Gana ’68
Loretta (Majewski) LaCorte ’66
Cassie (Gilligan) Langan ’81
Susan (Tully) Lanteri ’73
Maryann Lauber ’63
Roseann Laucirica ’00
Anne (Rollins) Leonard ’47
Cassie (Gilligan) Langan ’81
Gina (Delcura) Lesniewski ’85
Javier Lewis ’14
Georgene (Ferry) Limato ’66
Nancy (Meister) Lindstrom ’58
Jean (Hughes) Lucey ’65
Marie (Genthon) Lusardi ’66
Carol Lynch ’69
Kathleen Machuzak
Florence (Yesville) Maclearie ’56
Marilyn (Mancino) Maguire ’66
Tara Mahoney
Eleanor (Mintz) Malone ’56
Mario Mancheno
Michael Mariano
Christina Martino-Brunquell
Christine Marzano ’94
Josephine Mascera ’70
Beatrice (Fay) Maslen ’54
Joyce (Masi) Mason ’67
Gloria Masuelli ’65
Jeanne (Magrath) Matthews ’69
William and Barbara (Kelly) Mayer ’64
Joseph Mazzella

*Deceased
THANK YOU TO OUR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS...

Carol (Shaw) Mazzeo ’78
Margaret McCarter ’74
Kimberly (Troester) McDaniels
Rosemary (Smith) McGetrick ’65
Ann McGill ’71
Sister Mary McGuinness, O.P. ’55
Matthew and Catherine McLagan
Patricia (Flaherty) McNeilly ’70
Marjorie (Johnson) McShane ’04
JoAnne (Pulaski) McWilliams ’68
Susan Merckling ’94
Rosemary (Petti) Mergen ’66
Marie LaBella
Matthew and Catherine McLagan
Patricia (Flaherty) McNeilly ’70
Marjorie (Johnson) McShane ’04
JoAnne (Pulaski) McWilliams ’68
Susan Merckling ’94
Rosemary (Petti) Mergen ’66
Marilyn Miller ’77
Kathleen (Gillick) Minarik ’78
Judith (Eileen) Moglia ’68
Florence Mollica ’70
Thomas Monahan ’95
Joan (Pizzoli) Mooney ’65
Judith (Picarelli) Moran ’66
Marianne (McArdney) Moran ’79
Meghan Moran ’07
Marianne Mulligan ’98
Danielle (Ciresi) Murphy ’91
Edward Nekel ’98
John Nellenberg
Timothy Nellenberg ’00
Marguerite (Murphy) Nolan ’55
Teresa (Gibbons) O’Boyle ’51
Sister Mary Eileen O’Brien, O.P. ’65
Judith (Crudell) O’Connor ’65
David O’Loughlin ’12
Luz V. Obias
Joan (Pollard) Ott ’58
Maryann (Bertucci) Pastorello ’74
Tonya Pearson-Hughes
Evelyn (Devecka) Peter ’90
Suzanne (Remmele) Peters ’65
Peter Petrusic
Madeline Peyko ’81
Leslie (Kotula) Pietrowicz ’04
Diana Pinkowski ’85
Rita Piscitello-Loudon ’48
Margaret Poltorak Keyes ’75
Elizabeth (Patton) Radoski ’59
Jean Rankin ’88
Phyllis (Rehill) Riley ’62
Sister Michel Rodgers, O.P. ’62
Geraldine Rogers ’53
Anthony Romano
Margaret (Jordan) Romano ’71
Kathleen (Dannhardt) Rooney ’75
Nancee Fallon Roth
Marianne (McDermott) Ruane ’51
Fernando Ruiz ’91
Trudi (Pech) Ruotolo ’65
Jane (Currier) Russo ’69
Anne Marie Ryan ’84
Tracy Ann (Cavalla) Salerno ’83
Peter Sands ’98
Patricia Taylor
Kathleen (Welch) Saponara ’67
Howard Savory
Mildred (Fanelli) Scarbinsky ’71
Bruce Schafer
Walter and Carol Ann Scheese ’86
Mary (Halpenny) Schneider ’68
Donna (Donahue) Schrader ’72
Kenneth Scott
Ruth Scott ’66
Mary (Macchi) Senesky ’68
Virginia (Urban) Senzon ’64
Judith Sevens
George Shabet
Patrick Sime
Linda Simplicio ’66
Margaret (Yost) Southwick ’68
Nancy (Hurtz) Soyka ’71
Marnie Sperling
Annette (Schweitzer) Stanley ’61
Lourde Stanton
Lucille (D’Ambra) Stutsman ’66
Michael Sullivan
Teresa Swanzey
Mary Lou (Hartnett) Sweetman ’60
Lisa Testa
Corrine Thompson
Mary (Tully) Thompson ’61
Karen Tinebra ’70
Irene Tomassoni
Jeannine (Pond) Toscano ’84
Ryan Tremblay ’99
Sister Kathleen Tuite, O.P. ’92
Michael Turdo ’06
Sister Alice Uhl, O.P. ’64
Sister Eleanor Uhl, O.P.
Annette Vaccaro
Georgina (Narcisi) Vastola ’67
Jacqueline Velardi ’08
Joan (O’Connell) Volpe ’66
Alice (Costello) Von Der Heide ’68
Yvonna Wade
Elizabeth (Denning) Walker ’69
Kevoi Walters ’09
Rosemary Warren ’59
Kathleen (Masterson) Warwick ’67
Sister Catherine C. Waters, O.P. ’62
Daryl Weiss
Sister Patrice Werner, O.P., Ph.D. ’66
Ian White
Robert Wicks
Maryanne Wojtal
Emily Wood ’15
Carol (Florio) Wronko ’73
Irene M. (Gorski) Young ’51
Dayana Zeballos ’15

DONORS UNDER $100

Charles Agostini ’09
Jill Agostini
Pamela (Ryan) Alusick ’81
Stephen Andrews ’05
Rebecca Arbuckle
Elizabeth (Barbieri) Arendt ’60
Donna Marie (Iacone) Avanti ’85
Elizabeth Baldwin
Paulette Banko
Rosalina (Sardo) Batista ’72
Kathleen (Milsop) Battis ’61
Philip Beekman
Agnes Berki
Anna Maria (Codispoti) Betro ’65
James and Irene (Tarloski) Britton ’64
Anita Bruno
Mary Ann (Hitzler) Buckley ’68
Cathleen (Carney) Burke ’73
Mary (McKeown) Byrne ’68
Madge (Sharkey) Cahill ’65
Carol Ann (Noble) Campbell ’63
Paul Candido ’00, ’08
Alexis Candura ’95
Jerri Cass
Marissa Chambers ’13
Kathleen (Donnelly) Champion ’66
Catherine (Turcic) Cheney ’63
Helena (Mahoney) Chrysler ’60
Kathryn Cid ’98
Samuel Ciresi
Elizabeth (Palmieri) Cirillo ’63
Julia (Burke) Cocozza ’67
Laurie Comstock
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Megan Connolly ’11
Ethel Conroy ’83
Janet Cooper
Veronica (Pantano) Corrado ’64
Melanie Costa
Katherine (Thone) Covert ’61
Juliana Crankshaw
Christine Cronin ’76
Camille Cronin-Reinhold ’81
Alexander Cunha
Maria Cunha
Linda Cuozzo
Maria DaSilva ’04
Katherine Daunoras ’84
Robin Davenport
Marcia (Arvay) de Meza ’66
Kathleen (Noack) DelGuercio ’70
Ilene DeMaio
Chiarina Difazio
Dolores (Piano) Dinkelmeyer ’69
Kathleen Doherty ’68
Dolores (Vaca) Donihi ’68
Lauretta Finn Doyle ’69
Ellen (Heyn) Drelick ’74
Jeffrey Dulow
Carol Ann (Anysz) Dunphy ’67
Johanna Edge ’02
Jeffrey Egnatovich ’08
Joan Einhorn ’00
Edward Elam ’97
Michael Elconess
Leon J. and Mary Ann (DeFranco) Evans ’69
James Fallone ’00
Diane (Hoefling) Farley ’68
Carla Fattal ’01, ’06
James Fay ’02
Annette Fine ’90
Lisa Firestone
Cynthia (McGovern) Flanagan ’93
Helen (Matuszak) Fogarty ’72
David Fogel ’04
Anne (O’Donnell) Forker ’63
Susan (Zika) Forsythe ’81
Lauren Foster
Andrew Fraser ’08
Kathy (Foster) Fraser ’09, ’11
Gloria Friedman
Helen (Brown) Gallagher ’61
Adele Gannon ’03
Concetta (Ferlauto) Gaydos Muller ’64
Terry Ginther ’00
Kevin Giordano
Albert Gitrich ’96
Mary Ann (Van Winkle) Gloriente ’79
Nancy (Docker) Goldstein ’72
James Gonzalez
Marilyn (Nutile) Grassano ’69
Virginia (Maccanico) Grezner ’65
Patricia (Dunbar) Grom ’71
Ronald Grygo
Claire (Biczak) Hanley ’60
Patricia Hannon ’68
Ebony Harris ’14
Elizabeth (Willenborg) Harte ’52
Marie Harwanko ’74
Patricia Hayden
Neil S. and Lynn S. (Outwater) Hayes ’73
Susan Hayes
Francis Heinen
Jane (Blessing) Henley ’60
Linda Herina-Simmons ’02
Elise Hernandez
Rose (Odierno) Hill ’58
Arlene Hoag ’63
Daniel Hohman ’11
Joan (Dockers) Holmes ’76
Joan (Fagan) Holtz ’55
Janet (Iamundo) Holz ’81
Karen Hunter
Mary Huthwaite ’76
Raif Hyseni ’99
Donna Iacullo
Terry Ianuale
John Ireland
William Jacobson
Joanne Jasmine
Pamela (Sutcliffe) Javadian ’64
Jan Marco Jiras ’08, ’10 and
Nicole (Lauriegh) Jiras ’10
Marjory Jones ’13
Agnes Katelus
Sister Elaine Keenan, O.P. ’67
Jacqueline Kelly
Patricia Kelly ’57
Sharon Kimbrell
Sister Lois Kikkert, O.P. ’65
Maureen (Sullivan) Kimber ’66
Michele (Paladino) Klein ’73
Sabina Kmetz
JoAnn (Raimo) Knapp ’65
Elizabeth Kornstein
Melanie Krase ’95
Eleanor (Kiernan) Kropke ’63
Elizabeth (Nalbach) Kubowicz ’99
Lucille (Brower) Ladden ’61
Schyler LaMattina
Jack and Barbara (Lowney) Langella ’65
Lucy Lano ’91
Deborah (Banghart) Lanyi ’79
Mark Larzelere
Nicole Lazzaaro ’11
Patricia [Rosenkranz] Levins
Robert Lieberman
Evonne Ligeiro ’00
Lorraine Loverde
Veronica (Harms) Lynch ’64
Jeanette Mackesy ’04
Regina (Tully) MacPhee ’58
Dorothy (Gier) Magarelli ’60
Sister Patricia Mahoney, O.P. ’64
Janice Majerscak ’65
B. Hillis Malian
Robert and Carolyn (Sobolewski) Manthey ’67
Alicia [Marco] ’79
Gail Marie-Stewart ’99
Lo Anne Mayer ’84
Robin Mazzolla
Mary McAlary ’61
Patricia (Hanson) McBarron ’52
Sister Danelle McCarthy, O.P. ’66
Kathryn McCarthy ’72
Kelly McCarthy ’98
Mary (Schuster) McDonald ’65
Donna McGinley ’08
Audrey McGowan ’12
Mary (O’Donnell) McIntyre ’81
Susan (Walsh) McLean ’59
Maureen McNish
Judy Melillo
Marion Meny ’64
Gerald Milani
Anthony Milano
Alyssa Mol
Joyce (Toth) Molteni ’66
Tia Montano
Ryan Moran
Dennis Moreland
Brian Morgan
THANK YOU TO OUR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS...

Patricia (McGarry) Morris ’73
Patricia Munoz
Lucia (Cirino) Murphy ’85
Sundra Murray ’04
Jeanette (Ambrosio) Mustillo ’58
Camille (Bagnole) Nebus ’66
Anna Nelson ’88
Monica (Dowd) Newman ’81
Mary Ellen Nicosia ’07
Patricia (Eula) O’Grady ’71
Elizabeth (McCoy) O’Malley ’61
Bernard and Sheila O’Rourke
Patricia (Montamat) O’Sullivan ’65
Barbara (Capriglione) Olas ’74
Michael Ollo ’92
Susan Ormsby-Cuozzo ’81
Melissa Oszmianski
Rosa Pagnillo-Lopez
Patricia Paradise ’73
John Patterson ’99
Mark Pernetti
Geraldine Perret
Arlene (Morrison) Pettinelli ’55
Eileen Pierce ’97
Constance (Liberato) Pifher ’92
Katherine (McGrath) Pilger ’68
Ann Ping ’96
Kara (Schwartz) Pizza ’92
Annmarie (Bergmann) Plesnik ’95
Mary (Dowling) Polk ’67
Patricia (LeFebvre) Pongracz ’57
Maria Porzio ’98
Ellen Price
Patricia Quinn ’63
Marcy Reda ’07
Mary Louise (Herre) Renga ’70
Joseph Riccio ’05, ’07
Michael Rich
Banita (Gallo) Riether ’81
Sister Ann Marie Rimmer, O.P. ’67
Conner (Brown) Romanowsky ’09
Linda Rozembaigier ’89
Janet (Reilly) Rudine ’66
Margaret (Sloan) Russo
Marie Annette (Freda) Russo ’65
Barbara (Labieniec) Ryba ’61
Patricia (Dobrowski) Rydlun ’66
Mary (Mead) Schaeffer ’52
Joann (Grasso) Schembri ’59
Lenora (Felice) Schudles ’59
Sister Bettyanne Schultz, O.P. ’63
Grace (Gizzi) Seber ’43
Shirley Sebold ’95
Margaret (Cicurillo) Seminara ’73
Lucia (Barrueco) Serico ’73
Ellen (Kohl) Sheehan ’61
Marisol Sheenan ’94
Jill Sheldon
Mary Lou Sherry ’64
Gloria Skowronski ’67
Denise Smith
Janet (Piazza) Sobel ’68
Abigail Sobieski
Thomas Spiesman
Andrei St. Felix ’03
Mary (Gilfeather) Stelzenmuller ’66
Joyce (Maloney) Stewart ’60
Rebecca Stinger ’14
Sister Patricia Stringer O.P. ’69
Patricia Sullivan
Lucy (Jacobsen) Szipszyk ’59
Dorothea Tarloski ’59
Katherine (Porter) Tiger ’66
Carol Toth-Bronikowski ’70
Mason Traino ’14
Martha (Schuman) Tucker ’04
Luz Urrego
Ella Valdes
Cecilia (Ament) Veal ’55
Paula (Gregorio) Vieira ’04
Carol (Vanderhoof) Waer ’77
Lawrence Ward ’98
Matthew Watkins
Mary Jane (Lee) Weg ’60
Mary (Dougherty) Weinstein ’72
Ann Weiss ’87
Christine White ’68
Mary Ann (DeMeo) Williams ’77
Elvira (Sisti) Winters ’46
Luisa Witter ’03
Sister Geraldyne Yerg, O.P. ’69
Sara Zambelli
Judith (Durant) Zichelli ’90
### Foundations, Trusts and Corporations

**THE PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY**

**MOTHER JOSEPH DUNN MEMBERS $10,000 AND ABOVE**

- Barnes & Noble College Booksellers
- Calman Trust
- Community of the Sisters of St. Dominic Council of Independent Colleges
- Fava Scholarship Foundation
- Friends of Caldwell College
- The George W. and Amy Newman Foundation
- Gourmet Dining Service LLC
- The Healthcare Foundation of New Jersey Independent College Fund of New Jersey
- John Gardner Family Foundation
- Merrill Lynch
- New Jersey Manufacturers
- New York Life Insurance Company
- Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
- Seger Enterprises

**SAINT ROSE OF LIMA MEMBERS $5,000 – $9,999**

- Donald C. Ryan Trust
- Hermann Forwarding Company
- iheartMedia
- JAG Physical Therapy, LLC

**SAINT ALBERTUS MAGNUS MEMBERS $2,500 – $4,999**

- County of Essex
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Graphic Imagery, Inc.
- IBM
- Porzio, Bromberg & Newman, P.C.
- Rotary Club of the Caldwells
- Sandy Hill Foundation

### 1939 Members

**$1,000 – $2,499**

- All American Fitness LLC
- Association of Catholic Colleges
- CAF Sports
- Caldwell University Alumni Shore Chapter
- Central Atlantic Collegiate Conference
- Comito Associates
- Commercial Furniture Transport
- Essex Valley School
- Kiwanis Club of Caldwell-West Essex
- Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust
- Nature’s Pavilion, Inc.
- Team Hill Foundation
- Terzako Furs
- Woman’s Club Of Upper Montclair

**THE CALDWELL UNIVERSITY SOCIETY**

**DOMINICAN MEMBERS $750 – $999**

- Music Educators of NJ
- Six Flags

**AQUINAS MEMBERS $500 – $749**

- Calandra’s Italian Village
- GPH Inc.
- New Jersey Elks Association
- Specialty Management Company

**SIENA MEMBERS $250 – $499**

- Acoustical Services
- Barnabas Health
- Basketball Unlimited
- Bulb Depot
- Caterers in the Park LLC
- Coded Systems, LLC
- DAVCO
- Dominican College
- East Coast Associates
- Gregory and Linda Keller Charitable Fund
- Hoop Dreams
- Hunterdon Medical Center
- IUOE Local 68
- Mandelbaum Foundation
- NJ Federation of Music Clubs, Inc.
- Rutgers Athletic Center
- Salon Gossip
- Stack Sports
- Triad Security

**ROSARY MEMBERS $100 – $249**

- Church of the Presentation
- DC Sports
- Ginefra Electric
- Jersey Mikes Subs
- Kostka Taylor, LLC
- West Essex Learning Consultants

**DONORS UNDER $100**

- Antland Productions
- John J. Giblin Association
- Mount Saint Dominic Academy
- Pizza & Sandwich Barn
IN HONOR OF

Charles Westfall
Judith Stevens

Mrs. Roth and Professor Mann
Stephen Andrews

Rita B. Kern
Stephen Kern

IN MEMORY OF

Dr. and Mrs. John E. Barrett
Kathleen (Barrett) Haydu ’64

Kathleen Bott ’88
James Nash
Evelyn (Devecka) Peter ’90
Ellen Price
IUOE Local 68
Maryanne Wojtal

Tara Carty ’13
Daniel Hohman ’11

Michael DeMeeo
Janet Cooper
Chiara difazi
John Ireland
Jacqueline Kelly
Lorraine Loverde
Mary Ann (DeMeeo) Williams ’77

Mary Giblin ’76
Ron Adams
Suzanne Corns
Connie Ferrere-Pizzillo
Tricia Gann
Tracy Helffer
Rose Sudziarski

Anthony J. Gambale
Kenneth J. Gilmore

William Gilmore
J. Tim and Nancy Blattner
Anthony Milano
Howard Savery

Jane Haveron ’44
Kathleen Buse ’72
Madge (Sharkey) Cahill ’65
Kathleen (Walsh) Cerbone ’67
Lois Cullum ’94
Carol Ann (Anysz) Dunphy ’67
Sharon Dwyer ’07
Jeffrey Egnatovich ’08
Patricia (Vasselli) Fabrizio ’63
Nancy Fitzsimmons ’59
Priscilla (Scarpa) Giuliano ’65
Virginia (Maccanico) Grezner ’65
Lynn (Outwater) Hayes ’73
Elizabeth (Matuszak) Howson ’69
Patricia Kelly ’57
Michele (Paladino) Klein ’73
Eleanor (Kiernan) Kropke ’63
Barbara (Lowney) Langella ’65

Susan (Tully) Lanteri ’73
Florence (Yesville) Maclearie ’56
Gloria Masuelli ’65
Lo Anne Mayer ’84
Susan (Walsh) McLean ’59
JoAnne (Pulaski) McWilliams ’68
Jeanette (Ambrosio) Mustillo ’58
Judith (Crudell) O’Connor ’65
Patricia (Montamat) O’Shea ’65
John Patterson ’99
Suzanne (Remmele) Peters ’65
Mary (Dowling) Polk ’67
Patricia Quinn ’63
Noel Ruane ’70
Linda (Jacobsen) Szipszky ’59
Carol (O’Connor) Toolan ’64
Georgina (Narcisi) Vastola ’67
Laurita (McGrevey) Warner ’70
Mary Jane (Lee) Weg ’60
Carol (Florio) Wronko ’73

Angela (Aiello) Zaccardi ’58,’73

Anthony Kuczoborski
Robin Ann Kreiner
The Saint Catherine of Siena Circle gratefully recognizes Caldwell University alumni and friends who respect and support the mission and traditions of the founding Dominican sisters. These special benefactors will maintain the legacy of Caldwell University, having chosen to include the university in a personal way in estate plans, through life income gifts or as beneficiaries of an insurance policy. Their commitment and generosity will help to strengthen and ensure the future of Caldwell University. Lori Funicello, Assistant Vice President for Development and Alumni Affairs, can help guide you through the process. For more information, please contact Lori at 973-618-3226 or lfunicello@caldwell.edu.

Anonymous
Beverly Afonso ’65
Mildred Babiak ’64
Marilyn P. Bastardi ’66
Neal J. Brower
Kathleen M. Buse ’72
Dorothy Cacchio ’61
Janice A. Casazza-Platak ’68
Nan Childress-Orchard
Diane P. Cifelli ’61
Patricia Cleary ’59*
Carol Dedrick ’65*
JoAnne F. DiAgostino ’80
Ronnie K. Dowling ’72
Denise R. Doychak ’62
Jane Henley ’60
Terry Hyland ’53
Eileen Jones ’57
Elaine Kacmarik ’60
Roxanne Knott-Kuczbski ’03
Doris Krol ’69
Jane Kunka ’89
Ann M. Larue ’69
Geraldine Lopez ’08
Fredericka Mabon ’61
Elizabeth Marcellaro ’54*
Elizabeth Matuszak ’43
Patricia A. McGarrity ’60
Catherine H. McKenna ’61
Lois H. Mills ’60
Gertrude Newbold ’54
Anne Pajares ’51
Josephine Reehill ’88*
Janet Sanford ’72
Jane Schoener ’46*
Therese M. Shehan ’70
Helen Siedler*
Irene Sinteff ’73
Grace Rita Twaddell ’46

*Deceased
MATCHING GIFT FOUNDATIONS

3M Foundation, Inc.
ADP Foundation
AEGIS Matching Gift Program
AIG, Inc.
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
BD Matching Gift Program
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Benjamin Moore & Co.
Bollinger Inc.
BP Foundation, Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc.
C. R. Bard Foundation
Chubb & Son
Colgate-Palmolive Company
ConocoPhillips
Construction Technology Corporation
Daichi-Sankyo
Deloitte Foundation
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
Deutsche Bank
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Dow Jones
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Ernst & Young Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
Ford Motor Company Fund
GE Foundation
GEICO Companies
The Home Depot Foundation/Gift Match, Inc.
Honeywell Hometown Solutions
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of NJ
IBM Matching Grants
Invest in Others
ITT Industries, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
The McGraw-Hill Companies Foundation, Inc.
Merck Company Foundation
MetLife Foundation
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
National Life Group Charitable Foundation Inc.
NCCI Holdings, Inc.
New Jersey Resources Corporation
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Novartis US Foundation
Oracle Matching Gifts
Pearson Education
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gift Program
Philips Electronics North America Corporation
PNC Foundation
Prudential Foundation
PSE&G Educational
Roche Matching Gifts Program
Rockwell Automation Trust
Sentry Insurance Foundation, Inc.
State Farm Companies Foundation
The Turner Corporation
Toa Reinsurance Company of America
Toys ‘R’ Us
U.S. Trust Corporation Foundation
Union Camp Corporation
United Technologies
Verizon Foundation
Wachovia Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wyeth
The Xerox Foundation

Caldwell University would also like to thank all those who contributed to the Independent College Fund of New Jersey.

In spite of the Development staff’s efforts to avoid errors and omissions in this year’s annual report of donors, mistakes can occur. If your name was omitted, listed incorrectly or misspelled, please notify us of the error.
Caldwell University is grateful for every gift, regardless of its size. The following giving societies recognize the generosity of our alumni and friends. Our giving clubs include:

Members in the President’s Society make the university a priority in their annual giving plans. These donors account for more than half of the gifts received each year and play a vital role in the overall financial health of the university.

**President’s Society**
- Mother Joseph Dunn Member: $10,000 and above (previously Diamond Member)
- Saint Rose of Lima Member: $5,000 – $9,999 (previously Platinum Member)
- Saint Albertus Magnus Member: $2,500 – $4,999 (previously Gold Member)
- 1939 Member: $1,000 – $2,499 (previously Gold Member)

**The Caldwell University Society**
- Dominican Member $750 – $999
- Aquinas Member $500 – $749
- Siena Member $250 – $499
- Rosary Member $100 – $249

**Caldwell University Annual Fund**

Your generous support of The Caldwell University Annual Fund is present in all that we do to shape our students’ experience – from application to graduation. Starting with scholarships and financial aid, it also supports the academic, athletic, campus life and service learning opportunities that lead to success in the workplace, community and beyond. Your gifts to the annual fund help the university move toward its promising future while staying connected to its proud past. Thank you for your support.

**Ways to Give**

Gifts to the Caldwell University Annual Fund can be made in cash (cash, checks, money orders), by credit card or online at www.caldwell.edu/giving. For gifts involving securities or stocks, please contact Stan Kula, Director of Leadership Annual Giving, at skula@caldwell.edu or 973-618-3447.

If you prefer to mail your gift to us, please send it to: Caldwell University, Office of Annual Giving, 120 Bloomfield Ave., Caldwell, NJ 07006
Endowed gifts provide a source of ongoing annual support to Caldwell College while providing a legacy for donors or someone they wish to honor. Endowed gifts help fund critical priorities like scholarship support, faculty development and academic programs. Thank you to those who have made forever gifts through the following endowed funds:

- The Beverly Afonso Endowed Scholarship
- The Betsy Borowsky ’61 Endowed Scholarship
- The Caldwell University Alumni Association Rina Spano Endowed Scholarship
- The Marina Carroll & Dr. Charles LaBelle Endowed Scholarship
- The Carol Dedrick Endowed Scholarship
- The DiAgostino Endowed Scholarship
- The Friends of Caldwell University Endowed Scholarship
- The Bruce Gallagher Endowed Scholarship
- The Mary C. Giblin ’76 Endowed Scholarship
- The Rhonda Linnett Graber Endowed Scholarship
- The Hearst Foundation Endowed Scholarship
- The Eleanor E. Kacmarik Endowed Scholarship
- The Ann and John Larue Endowed Scholarship in Mathematics and Science
- The J.W. Lorello Endowed Scholarship
- The Linda Chiarravalli Luciano & Robert Luciano Endowed Scholarship
- The Glenn-Matuszak Family Endowed Scholarship
- The J.W. Lorello Endowed Scholarship
- The Linda Chiarravalli Luciano & Robert Luciano Endowed Scholarship
- The Matthew Serio Endowed Scholarship
- The Helen Siedler Endowed Scholarship
- The Margaret O’Neill Stulb Endowed Scholarship

YOUR SUPPORT HAS A DIRECT IMPACT

Gifts to the Caldwell University Annual Fund provide a consistent stream of support for the most pressing needs of the University. Here are a few examples of how your gifts are having a direct impact on Caldwell students:

SCHOLARSHIPS

Ninety percent of students at Caldwell depend on scholarships and financial aid in order to complete their degrees and so donor support is critical to their success. This year, scholarships were particularly critical in recruiting the 42 new freshmen who choose to attend Caldwell University to be part of our SPRINT FOOTBALL team. The new program not only increases our male enrollment, but builds school spirit by adding CHEERLEADING, MARCHING BAND and COLOR GUARD while providing an exciting experience for fans. Gifts to the annual fund provide meaningful scholarship support to attract each of these student groups and provide the necessary resources to support them while they are here on campus.

NEW PROGRAMS

Gifts to the Annual Fund provides much needed unrestricted support in order for Caldwell to maintain competitive and provide students with the skills they need to succeed in today’s ever-changing job market. Three new programs were recently established as outlined below:

B.S. IN SPORT MANAGEMENT offers students a total package of sport business-related and career opportunities and a variety of career paths available within the amateur, collegiate and professional sport industries.

RENOVATED SPACES

The new ART THERAPY CENTER is just one example of a renovated space on campus that would not be possible without donor support. The Center offers a bright environment conducive to learning, which includes two new classrooms equipped with state-of-the art technology and office space.

For more information about how your gift impacts our students, visit www.caldwell.edu/giving or contact Stan Kula, Director of Leadership Annual Giving, at skula@caldwell.edu or 973-618-3447.
## STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS 2016-2017

### OPERATING REVENUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition and Fees</td>
<td>$32,145,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants</td>
<td>$435,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Contributions</td>
<td>$1,226,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest and Dividends</td>
<td>$147,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Enterprises</td>
<td>$8,433,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue</td>
<td>$387,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Contributions to Endowment</td>
<td>$361,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrealized Gains/Losses</td>
<td>$412,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Revenues** ................................................ $43,546,000

### OPERATING EXPENDITURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>$11,804,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Support</td>
<td>$3,996,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Life</td>
<td>$1,541,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>$1,151,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrollment Management</td>
<td>$6,052,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Support</td>
<td>$10,774,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Enterprises</td>
<td>$6,542,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Rate Swap</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Expenditures** ........................................... $41,860,000

**Total Change in Net Assets** .................................. $1,686,000
Laurita M. Warner, M.B.A ’70 – Chair  
Retired, Prudential

Linda Luciano, M.B.A., Ed.D. ’78 –  
Vice Chair  
Career Coach Consultants LLC

Kathleen M. Barabas ’85  
Quantitative Management Associates

Sister Patrice Werner, O.P., Ph.D., ’66  
President Emerita  
Priorress, Sisters of Saint Dominic

Nancy H. Blattner, Ph.D., OPA  
President, Caldwell University

Brian J. Aloia, Esq.  
Aloia Law Firm LLC

Sister Mary Lou Bauman, O.P. ’69  
Saint Dominic Academy

Harry C. Beatty, Esq.  
Kent Beatty & Gordon, LLP

Elizabeth C. Berman  
Continental Food & Beverage, Inc.

Maureen T. Bezer  
Retired, Virgin Mobile USA

Stanley P. Borowiec  
SPB Group LLC

Olga E. Bradford, Esq.  
State of New Jersey – Division of Law

Lisa M. Bromberg, Esq. ’80  
Porzio, Bromberg & Newman, P.C

Sister Donna Ciangio, O.P.  
Church Leadership Consultation

Edward R. Collins ’98  
Artisan Wealth Management, LLC

John P. Crawford  
The Timely Ideas Corporation

William R. Deeter  
DeeterUSA

Kenneth J. Gilmore, M.S., ’13  
Financial Consultant Group

Rhonda L. Graber  
Skylands Insurance Group

Sister Mary John Kearney, O.P.  
Sacred Heart Convent

Francis LeCates  
Retired, Oppenheimer Capital

Nancy Costello Miller, Esq. ’79  
NJ Dept. of Law and Public Safety

Sister Mary Eileen O’Brien, O.P., Ph.D.  
President, Dominican College

William O’Brien  
Commericum Technology Inc.

Patrick J. Osinski, Esq.  
Retired, Organon USA Inc

Robert G. Purdy  
Makefield General Underwriters, LLC

Sister Luella Ramm, O.P. ’74  
Sisters of Saint Dominic

Mark A. Reda  
Lou Reda Inc.

Mary Sellitto-Curcio ’83  
Retired, School Business Administrator

Sister Patricia Tavis, O.P. ’72  
Councillor, Sisters of Saint Dominic

TRUSTEES EMERITI

Eustace Anselmi  
Anselmi & DeCicco, Inc.

Thomas G. Ferguson

Kenneth F. Kunzman  
Connell Foley LLP

Sister Anne John O’Loughlin, O.P. ’59  
Sisters of Saint Dominic

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE BOARD 2016-2017

PRESIDENT
Mary Sellitto-Curcio ’83

VICE PRESIDENT
Lynne Giachetti Machtemes, Esq. ’98

SECRETARY
Rosemary Hilbert ’96

TREASURER
Elaine Bauer Zabriskie ’73

MEMBERS
Camille Cronin-Reinhold ’81

Roxanne Knott-Kuczborski ’03

Melanie Krause ’95

Javier Lewis ‘14

Jonni Lucas ’96

Sundra Murray ’04

Nina Neglia ’89

Anna Nelson ’88

Noel Ruane ’70

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Maria Conroy-Covin ’19

DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS STAFF

Kevin Boyle  
Vice President,  
Development and Alumni Affairs

973-618-3372

Lori Funicello  
Assistant Vice President,  
Development and Alumni Affairs

973-618-3226

Jill Sheldon  
Administrative Assistant

973-618-3242

Vanessa Cirillo ’11  
Director,  
Advancement Services and Prosperit Teach  
Prospect Research

973-618-3241

Sharon Dwyer ’01, ’11  
Director,  
Special Giving Initiatives

973-618-3207

Christina Hall  
Philanthropy Officer

973-618-3670

Stan Kula  
Director,  
Leadership Annual Giving

973-618-3447

Patricia Levins  
Director,  
Corporate, Foundation and Government Relations

973-618-3604

Meghan Moran ’07  
Director,  
Alumni Affairs

973-618-3352